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Formulating a Revised Taxonomy for Modes of Listening
Listening to sounds or music is not a homogeneous act of grasping meanings
by hearing. Yet it is often portrayed as such, especially when the intentional
stance of a listener is overlooked. This paper distinguishes listening as the
action-oriented intentional activity of making sense of the world. It is proposed
that the multifaceted and heterogeneous nature of ‘understanding by listening’
can be outlined in terms of distinct modes of listening. Building upon previous
accounts, a revised taxonomy of nine listening modes (reflexive, kinaesthetic,
connotative, causal, empathetic, functional, semantic, reduced and critical
listening) is proposed and illustrated by examples. Modes refer to different
constituents of meaning-creation in the process of listening. In the taxonomy,
they are schematically arranged into three levels (experiential, denotative and
reflective). The theoretical framework of this revised taxonomy utilises an
embodied cognition paradigm. The experiential basis of meaning in listening is
theoretically conceived of as emerging resonances between experiential
patterns of sensations, structured patterns of recurrent sensorimotor
experiences (action-sound couplings) and the projection of action-relevant
mental images. The proposed taxonomy of listening modes is discussed in
terms of its implications for perception and cognition research on sounds and
music.
Keywords: listening modes; ecological perception; embodied cognition

1. Introduction
Listening is an active process, through which we gather information to meet our needs
for interacting with the environment. One can draw a simple distinction between
hearing and listening, seeing the former as more or less passive ‘receiving’1 of a
sound and the latter as an intentional and attentional creation of meanings on the basis
of the sonic experience. Intuitively, we also acknowledge that this meaningful
experience is dependent on the way the sound is involved in the situation and how we
see its relevance to the context of interaction. In most cases we do not experience
sounds as abstract qualities or musical features; rather, we denotate sound sources and
events taking place in a particular environment. This already exemplifies two separate
modes of listening, each referring to different ways of making sense of potentially the
same sound. The central aim of this article is to deepen understanding about the

1

The input-metaphor of ‘receiving sound’ is a commonly utilised concept for hearing. In line
with the arguments of this article, hearing could be seen rather as ‘exposing oneself to the
sonic experience’.

multifaceted nature of knowing through sounds, and to formulate a coherent typology
of different listening modes. On the basis of multidisciplinary literature, we will
propose that each mode of listening is related to its own correlates between the sound
as an acoustic action and the perceiver’s intentionality. In the course of evolution, the
different ways of meaning-creation have presumably been shaped to serve different
aspects of coping with the world.
We argue that a coherent taxonomy of listening modes is needed for
organising our understanding on the heterogeneity of meaning-creation. Currently,
empirical studies dealing with music listening and perception rarely explicitly address
how sounds are listened for, or what types of meaning-creation are concerned. The
lack of attention to the intentional processes involved in listening is comparable to the
state of affairs recently acknowledged in the research field of music and emotions,
where a lack of attention to the underlying mechanisms has been identified as the
main drawback in accumulating scientific knowledge on the topic (Juslin & Västfjäll,
2008). The solution Juslin and Västfjäll offer is a taxonomy of emotion induction
mechanisms. Here we have a parallel aim; a typology of listening modes is a similar
contribution to outlining a framework of underlying processes involved in knowing
through sounds.
The initial account of different listening modes was made decades ago by
Pierre Schaeffer (1966). Despite this early notion, the level of interest towards the
matter in the literature has been fairly low. With this article, we aim at demonstrating
that this subject matter merits more attention. As a conceptual framework, taxonomies
of listening modes have primarily been conceived as useful tools in the field of sound
design (Gaver 1989; Chion 1990; Sonnenschein 2001; Tuuri, Mustonen & Pirhonen,
2007), since they promote an understanding of how meanings can be conveyed in

effective design. Indeed, the potential of a coherent framework of listening modes lies
in its ability to account for the heterogeneity of different, even contradictory, levels of
interpretations, emotions and other meaningful experiences on the basis of the same
physical sound. There is also no reason why such a heterogeneity in meaning-creation
would not also apply to involvement with music. Clarke (2005) points out that in
Western tradition we tend to conceive of music as an abstract, autonomous domain,
which has its own structures – or even language – of musical meanings. Such a focus
is also embedded in the research on music perception, as the most studied perceptual
aspects relate to the processing of musical structures in an unimodal fashion (e.g.,
Deutsch, 1999; see also Peretz & Zatorre, 2003). From the perspective of listening
modes, a strictly autonomous approach concerns mostly the convention and structureoriented ways of listening that are specific to the Western music tradition – effectively
leaving out other modes of meaningful sonic involvement with music that operate
outside the autonomous domain.
A comprehensive and general account of different listening modes would
clarify the existing research on music cognition and perception, by providing a
tangible and parsimonious framework to interpret the findings related to, for instance,
the influence of background music on mood (e.g., North, Shilcock & Hargreaves,
2003), the effects of attention on evaluating harmonic progressions (e.g., Loui &
Wessel, 2007), the apparent similarities between heard and imagined evaluation of
sounds (e.g., Halpern et al., 2004), the differences between felt and perceived
emotions induced and expressed by music (Schubert, 2007), pre-attentive processing
of sounds (e.g., Tervaniemi et al., 1997), and the puzzling disparities in musical
enjoyment as a function of prior information (e.g., Margulis, 2010). Within the
different areas of sound-related research, there might also be implicit presuppositions

about listening which are taken for granted. Methodologies of listening studies might
not always appropriately take the listener’s intentional stance or the context of
listening into account. For example, it has been found that the overwhelming majority
of music listening is done as a background to other activities (Sloboda & O’Neill,
2001). For the reasons presented above, we feel that a comprehensive account of
listening modes is necessary.
As a basic approach to a taxonomy of listening modes, it is crucial to first
acknowledge that their typology should apply only as a distinction between listening
intentions and perceived experiences, not as a distinction between sounds – although
some sounds may induce the activation of certain modes more strongly than others.
Our theoretical stance also includes an assumption that different listening modes can
apply concurrently to the same sound, as listening can potentially incorporate a
multitude of intentions. Listening modes thus do not exclude each other, hence the
taxonomy will inherently retain the ability to take into account the multifunctionality
of listening.
The theoretical approach of this article is strongly based on an ecological
approach to perception (Gibson, 1979) under the umbrella of embodied cognition
(Varela, Thompson & Rosch, 1991). At present, a reasonable amount of studies exist
concerning the psychoacoustics of perception (see, Bregman, 1990). However, the
traditional information processing (IP) model in which perception is built up from
low-level perceptual atoms seems inadequate for understanding different types of
listening and the creation of meanings. The wide ‘semantic gap’ between elementary
perception and perceptual and emotional content has proven to be especially
problematic (Leman, 2008b). To better explain perceptual experiences, we rely on an
alternative epistemological paradigm with an experience-centred perspective on

perception. Contrary to the IP-model, the embodied view sees cognition as the
enactment of the world and mind (Varela et al. 1991). According to this paradigm,
rather than perceiving structural features of sound first, we are naturally sensitive to
action-relevant values of the environment. Our ecological knowledge of action-sound
couplings provides a perceptual basis for various action-relevant meanings, such as
sound sources, gestural signatures in actions (manifesting affect), and
conditioned/learned associations. Perception and action are thus intertwined together
since (1) the meanings of an environment are structured through embodied subjectenvironment interactions and (2) meaning-structures, such as action-sound couplings,
are organised in terms of directly perceivable action-relevant values, i.e., affordances
(Gibson, 1979; Varela et al., 1991). In other words, our cognition, including soundmeaning structures, is integrally coupled with an ongoing world and embodied
experiences of interaction. In addition to the ’natural world‘, these adaptive couplings
extend also to interactions with the social and cultural environment (Gibson, 1966;
Clarke, 2005; Leman, 2008a). Clarke (2005) and Leman (2008a) have utilised this
kind of theoretical approach to explore the ecology of musical meaning. Our interest,
however, is specifically in formulating a theoretically sound and generally applicable
taxonomy of modes of listening, which is based on ecological principles but which is
also in line with earlier literature on the subject. Specifically, our account will be a
revision of a scheme for listening modes, proposed earlier by Tuuri et al. (2007).
2. Previous accounts of listening taxonomy
You don’t get a buzzing-noise like that, just buzzing and buzzing, without its
meaning something. If there’s a buzzing noise, somebody’s making a buzzingnoise, and the only reason for making a buzzing noise that I know of is because
you’re a bee.
– A.A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh

2.1 Schaeffer’s legacy
The age of mechanical sound reproduction has permitted many artificial ways of
handling sound. In contrast to, ‘natural’ encounters with sounds, the usage of the
technology was suddenly able to create novel circumstances for listening, where
sound sources were no longer necessarily present and visible. Pierre Schaeffer, an
electroacoustic composer and theorist, recognised how alterations in listening
conditions have an effect on the way we hear, and thus acknowledged the significance
of studying epistemological issues of listening. In his theory (Schaeffer, 1966; Chion,
1983) four modes of listening were initially distinguished: (1) Listening (écouter),
which means apprehending something or someone causing a sound in the context of
the events. (2) Perceiving (ouïr), which refers to the most elementary or ‘raw’ level of
perception, by which we ‘passively’ experience without any intent to conceptualise
the experience. (3) Hearing (entendre), which refers to paying attention to certain
inherent aspects or qualities of the perceived sound, which are selected on the basis of
a particular interest. And finally, (4) comprehending (comprendre) is about the
intention to attribute semantic meanings to the sound through ‘extra-sonorous’
references.
Following the lines of thought of phenomenologists, such as Husserl,
Schaeffer (1966; Chion, 1983) outlined listening in terms of intentionality of the
perceiver. The listening typology, presented above, fundamentally comprises
intentions of so-called ordinary listening and reduced listening. Adapted to our
everyday coping with the world, ordinary listening immediately focuses either on
causality of sound (intention to apprehend the ‘messenger’) or on contextually salient
meaning of sound (intention to comprehend the ‘message’). In contrast to ordinary
listening, reduced listening aims at intentionally ‘putting in parenthesis’ all the

associations of ordinary listening, including underlying attitudes and preconceptions,
in favour of perceiving the qualities of sound for itself. Analogous to the idea of
phenomenological reduction (Spiegelberg, 1978, pp. 133-138), this method aims at
perceiving a sonorous phenomenon in its own terms, intentionally suspending its
everyday meanings. Reduction does not deny the existence of the intentions of
everyday thinking. Rather, it tries to see them in a new perspective – hence making it
possible to unveil the experiential origins of perception, which are normally hidden
beneath everyday assumptions and beliefs. As Merleau-Ponty saw it, reduction
provides a means to catch “the living relations of an experience” and “the facts in
their uniqueness prior to all linguistic formulations” (Spiegelberg, 1978, pp. 534-535).
In sum, reduced listening is a listening intention to reflect the identifiable features of
‘raw’ perception itself, for the purpose of knowing more about the sound and also for
the purpose of describing it in its own terms. Repeated hearings are often required for
acquiring a detailed ‘descriptive inventory’ for a sound (Chion, 1990). For Schaeffer
(1966; Chion, 1983), reduced listening essentially correlated with the idea of sound
object, a stable perception of a sound as a coherent event, which in itself is a result of
an intentional shift of focus towards the qualities of a sound.
2.2 The “big three” of listening modes
Previous discussion on the modes of listening has mostly concentrated on three main
orientations of making sense of sounds. The following discussion examines this
scheme of listening modes, termed here the ‘big three’. The typology, presented
below, is borrowed from Chion’s (1990) account of listening modes, which itself is
built upon Schaeffer’s ideas. In particular, the modes of causal, semantic and reduced
listening seem to correspond with the three distinguished types of listening intention:

(1) the intention to apprehend causal indexes, (2) the intention to comprehend
signified meanings and (3) the intention to perceive the sound for itself (see 2.1).
2.2.1 Causal listening
Our everyday listening is not focused on sounds as such. Instead, we usually hear
sound sources: in particular, actions and events that cause sounds. We hear a dog
barking, footsteps on a sidewalk, a car passing by, glass breaking, and so on. We
might also try to figure out how far and in what circumstances these events happen as
we listen to meet our needs to cope with the environment. In previous literature,
Schaeffer called such type of listening ‘écouter’, Gaver (1989) called it everyday
listening, and Chion (1990) coined the term causal listening for it. This sourceorientated mode of listening seems to be so effortless that we are not usually aware of
utilising it. Listening studies by Vanderveer (1979), Gaver (1988), Ballas (1993) and
Plazak and Huron (2011) show evidence that subjects indeed tend to describe a sound
by its source or an event that caused it. In the case of ambiguous sounds, confusion
and misidentifications are argued to be based on similarities in the mechanical
structures of source events (such as ‘hammering’ and ‘walking’). From the
perspective of ecological perception (Gibson, 1979), such confusions relate to shared
properties (perceptual invariants) in the affordance structures of different sound
events. In such cases, additional contextual information is required to confirm the
sound source. Music can also utilise structures that encourage the use of causal
listening (Tarasti, 2002; Chion, 1993; Johnson, 2007). Hence, it is possible to
perceive musical cues in terms of everyday events and natural phenomena, such as
‘the swell of the sea’. It is also possible to attend to the actual sound-producing
actions of the musical performance.

Our heavy reliance on causal listening and the phenomenon of perceptual
ambiguity is frequently exploited in the Foley-tradition of sound design (Mott, 1990).
When the context makes us expect a sound, it seems that the designer can use just
about any type of sound as long as it provides enough believable acoustic properties
for expected or contextually plausible events (i.e., sounds with appropriate affordance
structures). Indeed, acousmatic situations (Schaeffer, 1966; Chion, 1983), where the
actual cause of sound remains hidden to the listener, allow the designer (or composer)
a wide range of artistic possibilities. Acousmatic sounds thus permit more freedom of
imagination for a listener and allow sounds to be composed artificially often combing
a variety of natural and synthetic sources.
2.2.2 Semantic listening
Semantic listening (Chion, 1990) is a mode of perceiving sound as signs that stand for
something due to socio-culturally shaped and learned codes. This mode corresponds
quite directly to Schaeffer’s ‘comprendre’. Listening to spoken language is the most
obvious example involving a cultural code, but semantic listening can refer to any
representational socio-cultural constructions and accustomations. Examples could
range from exact special codes (e.g. Morse code) and natural languages to more
passively learned pragmatic habits (e.g. a round of applause after a performance) or
conditioned associations (e.g. an ambulance siren). Arguably, many codes are so
deep-rooted in the form of habits that they appear almost innate to us. Some codes,
however, require expert knowledge of a specific cultural field. For example, a music
listener may be able to recognise structural elements in music that represent the
conventions or rules of the cultural field. In general, the meanings of semantic
listening can be described as affordances of cultural behaviour (i.e., habituation)

which depend on the capacities and the needs of the perceiver, as well as the
opportunities the environment provides (Clarke, 2005).
2.2.3 Reduced listening
This mode of listening is directly derived from Schaeffer’s ideas of reduced listening,
in which we intentionally divorce the phenomenon of sound from its everyday
contextual meanings and attend to the qualities of sound itself (Chion, 1990). Gaver
(1989) also distinguished a type of listening which is oriented to the qualities and
structural features of sound itself. This ‘musical listening’ shares essential similarities
with reduced listening. Indeed, Schaeffer’s thoughts highlighted the fact that sounds
of the everyday world can be used and listened to as abstract musical sounds. Gaver
also stresses this possibility of listening to everyday sounds as music (e.g., attending
to pitch contours and rhythm). However, the term ‘musical listening’ is problematic
since it specifies the type of sound and attributes values to it.
Chion (1990), following Schaeffer, puts forward the idea that reduced
listening is first of all a method for a reflective discovery of sound beyond its
‘evident’ meanings. By concentrating on the sound itself, sound designers could ‘open
their ears’ to become acquainted with the sound and its qualities. With an objective
perspective to sound, more creative or effective ways to utilise sound in a narrative or
artistic context become possible.
2.3 Activating systems
David Huron (2002a) has suggested a six-component theory of auditory-evoked
emotion. He takes a bio-cultural perspective on emotions as adaptive behaviours
expressed within and shaped by an environment. Despite his primary interests in
emotions, the theory outlines a more general perspective to auditory-evoked meaning-

making on the basis of six distinct source components that he calls activating systems.
These are evolved to serve specific functions and they are all capable of operating
concurrently and evoking various emotional states, along with other meaningful
experiences. The activating systems are:
•

Reflexive system: Fast and automatic physiological responses.

•

Denotative system: Processes which allow the listener to identify sound
sources.

•

Connotative system: Processes that allow the listener to infer various physical
properties and passively learned associations.

•

Associative system: Arbitrary learned or conditioned associations.

•

Empathetic system: Allows the listener to perceive cues that signals someone’s
state of mind.

•

Critical system: Reflective self-monitoring concerning the verification of
perception and the appropriateness of one’s responses.

Besides the denotative system, which seems to map neatly to causal listening, the rest
of the activating systems concern novel and complementary perspectives on the
taxonomy of listening modes. A recent attempt to collapse the ‘big three’ account and
Huron’s activating systems is described next.
2.4 Hierarchical account of listening modes
Tuuri et al. (2007) have proposed the following taxonomy in which listening modes
operate within a hierarchical scheme. It takes the earlier three-mode account as a
starting point and expands it with five additional modes. Four of these new modes are
built upon Huron’s activating systems. The hierarchical scheme consists of two preattentive modes (reflexive and connotative), two source-orientated modes (causal and
empathetic), three context-orientated modes (functional, semantic and critical) and

finally a quality-orientated, reduced mode of listening. The order of the modes
implies their level of cognitive abstraction from low to high. However, levels should
be highly interactive. Emphasis is not on bottom-up processes. For example,
contextual anticipations among other types of higher level thinking are expected to
modulate or activate lower levels.
2.4.1 Pre-attentive modes
The reflexive mode of listening maps to the reflexive activating system, as it refers to
the fast and most innate audio-evoked physical responses as the most primordial
source of affective responses and meaning-making. These include orientating
response, startle response and defence reflex, to name but a few. These responses
resist conscious mediation, so in a strict sense this category cannot be considered a
‘pure’ mode of listening as it is impossible to control or focus on automatic reflexes
themselves.
Connotative listening focuses on early associations, mental images and
feelings pre-attentively evoked in the listening experience. These associations are
based on past experiences of a listener, and they occur prior to any reasoned
denotations. Roland Barthes (1974, p. 9) has concluded: “…denotation is not the first
meaning, but pretends to be so…”, meaning that even though it appears that we can
perceive a denotative meaning instantly, it is only an illusion because we have already
made a number of immanent connotations. Therefore, besides a denotative meaning,
various connotative activations have already vigorously taken place. These activations
essentially modulate the experiential background of any inferred denotations but
provide a residual effect as well. As the hierarchical scheme of listening modes also
permits top-down processes in interactions between the modes, it is possible that preattentive connotations are also activated by higher-level mental initiatives, such as

denotations. Connotations per se might be difficult to catch, but conscious focus on
connotations may be established to some degree by utilising the method of
phenomenological reduction (reduced listening, see 2.1), with an intention to reflect
on the immanent listening experience and its mental imagery.
At the most primitive level, connotative processes should concern activation
contours of vitality affects (Stern, 1985), as an affective coloration that sound may
evoke. According to Huron (2002a), connotations provide cues about the sound
source and the physical environment, indicating, e.g., movement, size, materials,
energy, proximity and excitation. The ecological approach (Gibson, 1979) suggests
that such associations arise due to perceptual invariants, i.e., perceived action-relevant
similarities between certain patterns of sensation and the listener’s experiential
background. Connotative associations can arise even if the sound source has nothing
to do with what it connotates (e.g., when rhythmic patterns in the sound of a cellular
phone interfering with audio speakers evoke a ‘galloping-like’ meaning). Besides
environmental associations, associative cues can also refer to socio-culturally
habituated experiences. In music, for example, certain use of instrumentation (such as
the harpsichord) can be associated with a specific historic period (such as Baroque),
even if the music in itself does not clearly resemble the style of that period of time.2
For that reason it is proposed that the connotative mode of listening is not only
mapped to the connotative activating system but it is also at least partly mapped to the
associative activating system.
2.4.2. Source-oriented modes

2

In his book, David Sonnenschein (2001) has proposed a referential mode of listening. This
type of listening attends to the emotional and dramatic meanings that sound is able to evoke
besides the implication of its source. According to this description and the examples in the
book, referential listening is quite well covered within the mode of connotative listening.

In line with the earlier discussion, the causal mode of listening is about perceiving
and denoting causes and source-events of sound. It maps directly with Huron’s
denotative activating system.
Empathetic listening is about perceiving and denoting affective states, hence it
focuses on cues that could signal someone’s state of mind (i.e., intentionality). This
mode maps directly to the empathetic activating system. As Leman (2008a) points
out, there is a bias to perceive sound as being intentional, especially if it suggests
biologically relevant movement patterns. The perception of another person’s
intentionality is thus based on bodily realised affordances of the movement (gestural
signatures), and inferred empathetically in terms of our own ontology of emotions and
intentions. This view is supported by recent research on the hypothesised role of
mirror-neurons in interpersonal attunement and empathy (Gallese, Eagle & Migone,
2007; Iacoboni, 2009). Empathetic listening is closely related to causal and
connotative listening, in the sense of attuning to the source of the sound while seeking
gesturally relevant attributes of affect. For example, a listener can recognise a sad or a
nervous voice. On the other hand, a listener can perceive, e.g., the loud slamming (lots
of energy) of a door as a possible expression of anger (via the gestural image of a hard
slam).
2.4.3 Context-oriented modes
Functional listening is about perceiving and denoting functional purposes of sounds.
Often these purposes refer to a certain communicative use of a perceived sound. We
become aware of functions, for example, when a sound is perceived as a fire alarm, or
when we feel music suitable for relaxing purposes, or when we perceive a sound
effect as a transitional cue in an audiovisual narration.

The functional mode of listening attends more to the context of a sound, which
ultimately provides the affordances of the sound’s usage or purpose. For example,
even if ‘meaningless’ beeps were used as sound events in a user interface of an
interactive application, they still suggest themselves as being inherently purposive.
Perceived purposes arise within an interaction as intentional couplings between the
actions of a user and the observable events in the context of an application (see,
Dourish, 2001). The attribution of contextually implied function may also change the
attitude towards the sound, for example, when an ‘annoying ratchet’ sound, moved
into the context of a user interface, transforms into a likable ‘cogwheel’ sound which
illustrates the ongoing process (Tuuri et al., 2007). On the other hand, sound itself
may also suggest its purpose, i.e., something in the sound can provide cues about the
particular purpose. From this bottom-up perspective, functional listening operates
closely with empathetic listening. For example, according to Searle (1979), the
context-situated intention to utter a speech act (e.g., for asking or prohibiting) is
realised in the act of vocalisation as a certain illocutionary force. Metaphorically,
illocutionary force can be conceived in terms of image schematic force gestalts
(Johnson, 1987). It is quite safe to say that action-relevant values relating to these
gestalts are also projected into the acoustic structures of a sound (as prosodic
patterns). And these ‘affective signatures’ of communicative intention in utterance
can be empathetically perceived. Let us consider the spoken word ‘dad’. If we shift
our focus to the voice and the intonation with which the word was uttered, we can see
that a child is demanding attention from her dad. She is definitely not just mentioning
the word ‘dad’. It has been found that such communicative functions of an utterance
are perceived even when all verbal content is filtered out (Fernald, 1989).

In line with the earlier discussion, the semantic mode of listening is about
perceiving and denoting any arbitrary meanings that a sound might represent. This
mode of listening specifically attends to the context of socio-cultural conventions and
constructions. Huron’s associative activating system functions in strong relation to
this mode.
Critical listening is about reflective judgement of auditory perception. As a
mode of listening, it is mapped to a critical activating system. Critical listening
concerns appropriateness or authenticity of a sound in a given context. It also
considers the appropriateness of one’s responses, which includes judgements of
possible misunderstanding, deception, false urgency or generally the need to be
concerned with the sound. Additionally, at its highest level, critical judgments are
based on aesthetical dispositions.
2.4.4 Quality-oriented mode
As discussed earlier, reduced listening is about focusing on sound itself and its
qualities. The examination of sound phenomena on their own terms requires that a
listener is consciously resisting any denotations of a sound source or its meaning. This
mode of listening is thus exceptionally premeditated and very likely involves highlevel self-conscious cognitive reflection.
2.5 Listening attention
Barry Truax (2001) has proposed a listening taxonomy which concerns three levels of
attention in listening (listening-in-search, listening-in-readiness and background
listening). He points out that listening attention is active, dynamic and a constantly
shifting phenomenon in which we have the ability to extract certain sounds for
foreground listening as well as being able to put other sounds into the background.

The scope of attention can also shift from focused listening to a more general ‘scan’
of the environment. Truax argues against the assumption that only foreground
listening is attentive. That assumption does not take into an account the subtler
processes involved even in seemingly non-concentrative background listening, which
are demonstrated in the classic ‘cocktail party effect’ (see Bregman, 1990).
Truax calls the top level of listening attention listening-in-search. It involves a
conscious search of the environment for cues. The general focus on details of an
environment and the ability to focus on one sound to the exclusion of others are
important elements in this level of listening. Listening-in-readiness is an intermediate
kind of listening, in which the listener’s attention is in readiness for any significant
information, but the attentive focus is directed elsewhere. And at the bottom level of
listening attention, background listening refers to perceptual processes where sound
usually remains in the background of our attention. Such listening occurs when we are
not attentively oriented towards particular sounds, but we might nevertheless have an
ability to recall those sounds at a later time. Truax draws a parallel between
background listening and keynote sounds, i.e., sounds which are heard frequently or
continuously enough to establish a background (or a ‘key’) for a soundscape, against
which other sounds are perceived (Schafer, 1993). Within audio-visual media such as
film, background listening is repeatedly exploited in narrative music in order to, for
example, manipulate the moods of film scenes. Narrative music is quite rarely
intended to be attentively listened to in itself.
2.6 Listening styles
In addition to listening modes and listening attention, taxonomical focus may also be
put on individual differences between listeners. Styles of listening refer to individual,
preferred listening behaviours. Arguably, listening styles are closely related to other

cognitive styles, such as thinking styles (Sternberg, 1997). The foundation of listening
styles therefore likely comprises general factors of behavioural dispositions;
personality, thinking styles, socio-cultural habitus and the abilities of an individual.
For example, Watson et al. (1995) have proposed a four-style taxonomy for listening
in conversational context. Listening styles have also been formulated for music
listening. For example Kreutz, Schubert and Mitchell (2008) have distinguished
listeners in terms of cognitive styles (as emphatizers and systemizers). Also, Huron
(2002b) has listed 21 different music-related listening styles and strategies (although
he also calls them listening modes). With these rather loosely organised categories, he
interestingly describes different cases of involvement in listening. Besides merely
describing listening preferences, Huron’s practical case-examples seem to also
comprise the utilisation of different listening modes and the levels of attention in
listening.
2.7 Summary of listening taxonomies
By way of summary, previous accounts of Schaeffer, Gaver and Chion have made
partly separate but mutually consistent attempts at dividing the ways of attributing
meanings in listening into separate processes, broadly divisible into causal, semantic
and reduced listening. A recent refinement of listening modes by Tuuri et al. suggests
multiple additional categories of listening modes, also loosely incorporating Huron’s
idea of activating systems. In this scheme, the modes of listening are organised into a
hierarchical structure, corresponding to the different levels of cognitive operations.

Figure 1. Three dimensions of listening.
The accounts of listening attention and listening styles are relevant to the
subject of this article. However, we conclude that these accounts concern dimensions
of listening which are separate from the dimension of listening modes. In general, we
can characterise these dimensions of listening as being dimensions of intentionality,
attention and disposition (see Figure 1). In principle, a separate taxonomy of listening
is permitted within each of these dimensions. The dimension of intentionality
concerns the aspects of understanding about the world acquired by listening; the main
concern of this article. Within the action-oriented ontology of ecological perception,
intentionality fundamentally concerns the relationship between the subject and the
environment. These meaningful relationships between the two are made effective with
interactionally structured couplings (Varela et al., 1991; Dourish, 2001). The
dimension of attention concerns the aspects of focal attention towards the
environment, and the third dimension concerns the aspects of individual dispositions
in listening behaviour. In this article, our taxonomical focus is on the dimension of
intentionality. We thus follow Schaeffer’s suggestion of intentionality as a basis for

different types of knowing through listening. In particular, we view the modes of
listening as essentially referring to (1) different types of action-sound couplings
relating to schematically structured experiences of interaction, and (2) ways of
utilising these couplings (cognitively) in our intentional encounters with the
environment.
We acknowledge that the distinction of the dimensions of taxonomy is a
theoretical definition for the purpose of simplifying the taxonomical formulation.
Therefore, when applying listening modes to any real-life listening experience, the
dimensions of attention and listening styles inevitably function as intervening
variables.
3. Focusing on the experiential domain of listening
3.1 Revision goals for the taxonomy of listening modes
The listening mode taxonomy of Tuuri et al. (2007) has extended the traditional threemode scheme with additional relevant perspectives in order to form a comprehensive
outline of the listening modes. Overall, we consider that the basic scheme of this
taxonomy is still sound. However, one problem has been the rather broad and loose
definition of the connotative mode of listening. We also feel that the revised version
of the account should better describe the action-oriented basis of causal, empathetic,
functional and semantic denotations. In other words, it should better depict meaningevoking processes on an experiential level and their dynamics between higher-level,
interpretative meaning-creation. In particular, a revised version of the taxonomy is
made by adopting the embodied cognition and the schematically structured actionsound couplings as the underlying theoretical stance. We will also reconsider the
hierarchical nature of the taxonomy in the revised version. In the earlier scheme, there
may have been too much emphasis on the hierarchy between modes. Finally, we

should note that Juslin and Västfjäll (2008) have recently suggested a taxonomy of
emotion-inducing mechanisms, partly comparable to Huron’s scheme of activating
systems. Although future revisions of listening modes typology might benefit from
considering the potential of the taxonomy proposed by Juslin and Västfjäll, this
analysis does not fit within the scope of this article.
3.2 Experiential basis of meaning-creation
We can see that in the previous taxonomy of listening modes, pre-attentive modes
(reflexive and connotative) are bound up with the experiential domain of meaningcreation, while upper-level modes have an interpretative or conceptual nature.
However, such a distinction should not be taken too literally, as it is very plausible
that even the conceptual level of thinking operates inseparably from experiences
(Gallese & Lakoff, 2005). Indeed, the embodied theory of meaning (Johnson, 2007)
suggests that all creation of meanings has its basis in the situated flow of experience
that cannot exist without a biological subject engaging its environment. And the
meaning of a specific aspect of that experience is that aspect’s connections to other
parts of past, present and anticipated future experiences. On a higher level, we also
utilise conceptually coded meanings and reasoning, but “that is merely the more
conscious, selective dimension of a vast, continuous processes of immanent meanings
that involve structures, patterns, qualities, feelings and emotions” (Johnson, 2007, p.
10).
Within the embodied approach, the experiential domain of meanings has been
characterised as being essentially sensorimotoric and imaginative. In other words,
perceptual experience is closely related to imagination (Gallese and Lakoff 2005;
Johnson 2007) and involves synesthetic processes (multisensory integration) as well
as kinaesthetic processes (sense of movement via ideomotor processing) (e.g., Leman

2008a). The experiential domain can also be conceived of as affective, due to the
somatosensory relation between affect and our biological engagement to worldly
interactions (Damasio, 2000). Through corporeal involvement in these interactions,
our affective states and other types of intentionality are also vitally manifested and
mediated (Merleau-Ponty, 1945; Rosenthal & Bourgeois, 1991). Therefore, in the
experiential domain, intentionality is more conceivable in terms of corporeal or
sensorimotor processes than in cerebral terms of (propositional) intentions.
Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987) have put forward an experience-based
approach to meaning, imagination and reasoning. According to it, there are basically
two sources from which conceptual meaning structures arise: “1) from the structured
nature of bodily and social experience, and 2) from our innate capacity to
imaginatively project from certain well-structured aspects of bodily and interactional
experience to abstract conceptual structures” (Lakoff, 1988, p. 121, emphasis added).
Image schemas are an example of directly meaningful structures (schematic gestalts),
which are grounded on regularities of sensorimotor experiences. Imaginative
projecting, often involving metaphoric processes, allows the usage of these
experiential schemata in the conceptual processes of thinking and language. (Lakoff,
1987; Johnson 1987; Gallese & Lakoff, 2005.) It is important to acknowledge that
such schematic structures are based also on experiences of social and cultural
constraints in the interaction with the environment (Leman, 2008a; Gibson, 1966).
Therefore perceptual experience involves ‘resonances’ to the knowledge of both
natural and cultural constraints. In the following sections, we outline a tentative idea
of perception which has its emphasis on such resonances involving schematically
structured past experiences, conceived in the framework of action-sound couplings.

3.3 Projection of mental images
Our theoretical basis loosely aims at combining two accounts of ecological
perception; the direct perception model of Gibson (1979) and the lens model approach
of Brunswik (1956). These accounts are often seen as opposed to each other, as
Gibson’s view on perception emphasises the direct attunement to action-relevant
values of an environment while the lens model approach emphasises the inferential
basis of environment-relevant (i.e., distal) meanings. We do not see these two
different modes of knowing the world as necessarily competing with each other.
Rather, we see them as dimensions that illustrate the multi-faceted and multi-level
nature of meaning-creation.
•

We accept the embodied sensitivity to action-relevant values (direct
perception) as a general principle of making sense of the world. However,
depending on level and orientation of meaning-making (e.g., the awareness of
context) the same patterns of sensations may lead to different affordances (see,
Leman 2008a).

•

We accept that perception incorporates inferential processes. Inferred
meanings are created in tight interaction with the experiential domain, which
works as an embodied resonator between patterns of sensation and the
speculated action-relevancy of these sensory cues.

Building upon the above assumptions, we aim at elaborating how structured
experiences (incorporating action-sound couplings) are perceptually involved in the
creation of mental imagery (incorporating action-relevancy). We suggest that the
embodied resonator functions as a mediator which permits patterns of sensation to be
inferred in terms of mental imagery being projected from the structured nature of
experiences. These projections of action-relevant mental images (I) arise upon

emerging resonances of action-relevant values between the other two elements:
patterns of sensation (S) and well-structured patterns of recurrent experiences (E).
Our intention is to portray these elements (I, S, & E) rather as phenomenological
entities than physiological objects. In other words, patterns of sensations (S) refer to
internal sensory experiences rather than to external physical energies. Figure 2
illustrates the schematic overview of the embodied resonator. The intention is not to
describe a flow of information (compare to Neisser’s perceptual cycle, 1976) between
the elements but to illustrate the emergent nature of the resonator. As a consequence,
the proposed model is not unidirectional. Mental imagining can also evoke imagined
patterns of sonorous sensations (S), for example, when we hear sounds of an imagined
landscape or listen to music by merely imagining it. The idea of embodied resonator
bears some similarities to Godøy’s (2006) model of gestural-sonorous interaction.

Figure 2. Schematic overview of an embodied resonator (R), and its elements: actionrelevant mental images (I), experiential patterns of sensation (S) and well-structured
patterns of sensorimotor experiences (E).
The projection of the mental imagery is not deterministic in nature.
Analogously to the operation of a ‘lens’ in the brunswikian lens model, the nature of
the resonator is probabilistic, i.e., it constitutes a multitude of action-relevant cues that

have an uncertain relation to the resulting imaginary projections. Action-relevant
mental images are thus created in terms of what kind of actions resonant cues imply
as a perceptual possibility. The imaginative aspect of perception is best seen as
intentional effort and dependent on the contextual constraints of a situation.
3.4 Enactive effort in perception and thinking
We will use the concept of enactive perception (Noë, 2004) to further elaborate our
idea in order to better understand the imaginative effort to ‘catch’ the perceptual
content by utilising our ecologically shaped experiential background. The central
argument of enactive perception is that perception is not something that happens in us,
but it is something we do. “When we perceive, we perceive in an idiom of
possibilities of movement” (Noë 2004, p. 105). And this idiom is mediated by
structured patterns of sensorimotor contingency. In the context of embodied resonator,
the enactive effort in perception may be seen as a kind of immanent and intentional
‘excitation’ for an imagined action-relevant experience (I), based on the sensorimotor
profiles in our possession (E).
The enactive approach provides an interesting point-of-view on the perception
of features relating to sound-sources. It may be intuitive to think that we initially find
out appearances through perception. Indeed, as the classical view of ecological
perception suggests, we find out features of sound-emitting or sound-reflecting
objects by utilising our experiential knowledge of perceptual invariants (Michaels &
Carello, 1981). However, the enactive approach promotes an idea that, at the moment
we understand a sound-causing object, we have already acted out – through an idiom
of possibilities of movement – the action that would cause that sound event. In other
words, the perception of a sound-causing object is initially coupled with (ideomotoric)

understanding of actions that could be performed to cause sound events3 – including
actions performed with a vocal apparatus. According to such a sensorimotor view,
perceptual invariants are action-dependent in a motor-specific way, and thus need to
be conceived of as referring to co-occurring regularities in both motor and sensory
patterns (see Mossio & Taraborelli, 2008). In this sense, sound perception essentially
has a certain haptic or kinaesthetic character, and requires sensorimotor skills.
There is evidence suggesting that, in perception and thinking, ideomotoric
processing of actions indeed occurs at the neural level, as embodied simulations.
Gallese and Lakoff (2005) outline three different types:
(1) simulations in action-location neurons (for successfully interacting with
objects in their spatial position),
(2) simulations in canonical neurons (for encoding the goal of an action and the
intrinsic physical features of objects into suitable motor programmes to act on
them),
(3) simulations in mirror neurons (for imitative understanding of actions of
others).
Embodied simulations are inherently multimodal as they occur in certain functional
(neural) clusters, which are shared for both perception and doing and which respond
to more than one sensory modality (Gallese & Lakoff, 2005). Such a tight
sensorimotor integration also offers an explanation for the synesthetic and
kinaesthetic processes of perception which permit multimodal and motoric imagery as
a response to sounds or musical cues. As noted in the previous section, the generation
of multimodal images does not even need any external stimulus. As proposed by

3

This idea is in line with Godøy’s (2001) suggestion that mental images of action would
comprise separate components of ‘excitation’ (the images of what we do) and ‘resonances’
(the images of the effects of what we do).

Gallese and Lakoff (2005), embodied simulations are generally involved in
imagination and thinking, as well as in perception.
To conclude the discussion on the enactive viewpoint, we hypothesise that
there likely exist at least two types of enactive effort; firstly, imitative enactions, in
which the ideomotoric processes follow or conform to the sonic event itself (as
demonstrated in motor-mimetic affordances of movement; see Godøy, 2010), and
secondly, responsive enactions, in which the ideomotoric processes give rise to
responsive counteractions to the sound event (as demonstrated in affordances that, for
example, doorbell sound evokes). In both cases, however, enactive effort may be seen
as synonymous to imaginative effort of the embodied resonator, resulting in
ecologically relevant mental images of doing.
3.5 Types of action-sound couplings
We refer to action-sound couplings as schematically structured experiences able to
project meaningful action-relevant mental images relating both to our body
(kinaesthetic/somatic ontology) and the environment (action-oriented ontology of
environment). In the literature such schematic structures have been referred to, for
example, as body-schemas, motor-schemas or image schemas. As a basis of meaningcreation, different action-sound couplings can provide great varieties of meaningful
experiences in listening. For the sake of listening modes taxonomy, we will
distinguish three main levels of action-sound couplings involved in imaginative
projections: reflexive couplings, kinaesthetic couplings and connotative couplings.
The first two mostly involve innate and early developed schemata while the last one
likely involves schemata which are more adaptive and learned. For the connotative
level, we also suggest a distinction of three sub-types of couplings; action-soundobject, action-sound-intersubjectivity and action-sound-habit.

Reflexive action-sound couplings refer to quickly evoked, phylogenetically
developed, innate action-sound-reaction affordances. They are based on automated (or
‘hard-wired’) schemas which are due to the evolutionary adaptation to our ecology.
Kinaesthetic action-sound couplings refer to kinaesthetic affordances of a
perceptual experience; an imaginative sense of motor-movements on the basis of
sound perception. This gestural character of sound perception is arguably based on
ideomotoric processes that manifest innate or early developed structures of
kinaesthetic schemata concerning bodily movements, coordination and postures
(Johnson, 1987; Merleau-Ponty, 1945). In the light of vitality affects (Stern, 1985;
Johnson, 2007), kinaesthetic perception can also be seen as bodily resonated contours
(or patterns) of feeling. These dynamic patterns may concern, for instance, sensitivity
to the haptic and tactile feelings relating to movement (e.g., tensions and textures),
sensitivity to gestural signatures of an interpersonal affect (see below), and in general,
sensitivity of coping with the physical world. It has been suggested that musical
involvement in listening strongly comprises different levels of imitative effort, which
relate to the experience of corporeal movement in accord with music (Leman, 2008a).
The gestural dimension of sound perception is also discussed in the present author’s
previous article (see, Tuuri, 2010).
Connotations refer to vigorously activating imaginative projections of actionrelevant values as resonances of schemata based on interactions with both natural and
cultural constraints. All three sub-types of couplings, namely action-sound-object,
action-sound-intersubjectivity and action-sound-habit, likely involve the schemata
mostly acquired by learning. Action-sound-object couplings refer to sonic experiences
that are about actions of encountering and manipulating objects in the environment.
Couplings of action-sound-intersubjectivity refer to sonic experiences of interpersonal

encounters. These couplings resonate especially with gestural signatures (or motoric
invariants) in the patterns of kinaesthetic sensation, and function as gestalts for
interpersonal understanding. It is suggested that mirror neurons act as a basic
mechanism for such an empathetic involvement (Iacoboni, 2009); they permit bodily
realised (ideomotoric) affordances of movement, which can be interpreted in terms of
the perceiver’s own body-based ontology of intentions and emotions (Leman, 2008a;
Gallese et al., 2007). As a third category, couplings of action-sound-habit refer to
various habituated aspects of cultural ecology that are involved in actions.
Connotative projections are probably highly interactive with contextual
orientations and anticipations of the higher, interpretative level of listening. In
addition, they are likely to be highly interactive with the kinaesthetic experience of a
lower level. We hypothesise that at the connotative level, the meaning-making is
elaborated through analogical and metaphorical (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999) processes,
organising vigorously into a variety of connotative associations. We propose that
these mental projections provide the essential, immanent and experiential basis for
making interpretations relating to acting on the sounding objects of the world (causal
and empathetic listening), to intersubjective attuning to emotions and intentionality
(empathetic and functional listening) or to dealing with the norms of sound usages
and sounding artefacts of the socio-cultural ecology (functional and semantic
listening).
4. Revised scheme for listening modes
We now present a newly formulated version of the taxonomy of listening modes that
conforms to the revision principles and theoretical discussion presented in the
previous section. The schematic overview of the new taxonomy is presented in Figure
3. Also, illustrative examples for each mode of listening are presented in Table 1.

The modes mostly referring to the experiential domain of listening are
reorganised in accordance with the suggested three bases for imaginative projections
of action-relevant meanings: reflexive, kinaesthetic and connotative. Therefore, a
kinaesthetic mode of listening has been added in between the reflexive and
connotative listening modes. Kinaesthetic meanings evoked in listening, a well
documented phenomenon in the music research literature (e.g., Eitan & Rothschild,
2010), was not covered clearly in the previous taxonomy. Most importantly, this new
mode of listening in general emphasises the bodily basis of meaning-creation
(Johnson, 2007), as it also implies the projection of kinaesthetic character (sense of
movement) into the higher-level perceptual processes. Sheet-Johnstone (1999) has
defined four qualitative dimensions in the sense of movement, and they are: (1)
tension (relating to the forces and effort in movement), (2) linearity (relating to a path
of motion), (3) amplitude (relating to the range of motion) and (4) projection (relating
to a temporal projecting of force). Arguably, these qualities in the experience of
movement are integrated with the experience contours of a vitality affect (Stern,
1985). The sense of movement may also become accompanied with tactile sensations
of textures. Slowly moving romantic ‘string pads’, for example, can evoke the tactile
feel of a smooth cushion (Tagg, 1992).

Figure 3. Overview of the revised scheme for modes of listening.
In the revised scheme, connotative listening is divided into three folds, each
representing a different kind of action-sound couplings incorporated in connotative
projections. These folds are arranged on the same horizontal level, to avoid implying
any rigid hierarchy between them. Upper level modes are arranged similarly, thus the
hierarchy between causal, empathetic, functional and semantic modes of listening is
removed. From left to right, the ordering of different modes within this class of
denotative listening modes implies their orientation either to sound sources (modes on
the left) or to the context of a sound (modes on the right). Hence, the class of
denotative modes corresponds quite well to Schaeffer’s ordinary listening and its two
basic types of listening intentions; more source-oriented causal and empathetic modes

relating to the intention to apprehend the ‘indexes’, and more context-oriented
functional and semantic modes relating to the intention to comprehend the meanings
involved. We call these modes in general denotative, because their utilisation results
in an ability to conceptualise the interpreted perceptual content, be it an aspect of a
sound’s cause, an affective state being involved, a sound’s purpose or a symbolic
meaning. The horizontal order of these modes also indicates their interactional
relation to the connotative mode: beneath each denotative mode are the best
corresponding categories of connotative action-sound couplings, which provide the
experientially projected immanent basis for making conceptual interpretations. Thus,
action-sound-object couplings are linked to causal and empathetic modes, actionsound-intersubjectivity couplings are linked to empathetic and functional modes, and
finally, action-sound-habit couplings are linked to functional and semantic modes. We
see that empathetic listening, while being intersubjectively oriented, also involves
‘agency-seeking’ attuning to the causal dimension of a sound which also ultimately
manifests the cues of intentionality, either directly (via vocal sound) or instrumentally
(via sounding objects). Functional listening also mainly attends to the cues of
intentionality, albeit in a more context-orientated way. But to some degree, the
functional meaning of sounds is arguably also a matter of socio-cultural habit.

Table 1. Summary of the listening modes with examples.

The functions of critical and reduced modes of listening are redefined. We
conclude that these modes of listening are both reflective in nature, and therefore they
both operate in the highest-level class of reflective listening. Even though the reduced
mode of listening is often conceived of as having an orientation to sound qualities, we

want to emphasise the more general function of this mode. We see that the essence of
reduced listening is in self-reflective analysis of one’s listening experience and, by
resisting any denotations, also intentional manipulation of that experience. This
reducing function, of course, permits the orientation towards the qualities of perceived
sound. In the previous version of the taxonomy, the critical mode of listening was
listed as context-oriented mode. However, in the revised scheme we make a clear
distinction between modes of denotation and reflection. Quite intuitively, critical
listening essentially functions as a reflective mode, constantly judging the
appropriateness of listening-based interpretations. Through these judgments, the
critical element in listening evokes new meanings and re-evaluates those already
evoked.
Wholly imagined listening experience, evoked completely without any
external stimulus, can also be conceived of as a reflective element of listening.
However, we argue that such a case does not refer to a distinct mode of listening (e.g.,
similarity of imagined and heard timbres, see Halpern et al., 2004). We rather see that
imagined listening does not fundamentally differ from a ‘normal’ case of listening.
According to the perspective of this article, the pivotal difference in imagined
listening concerns the initiation of an enactive effort that excites and evokes the
listening experience. In imagined listening, this effort is completely based on mental
initiative.
5. Conclusions
5.1 New taxonomy of listening modes
The main purpose of this article was to present a useful taxonomy of listening modes
that brings out a justified account of the most relevant constituents of meanings in the
process of listening, and situates these on a view of embodied mind. Such a taxonomy

has several important outcomes: it (1) reappraises and reorganises the past accounts of
listening in general, (2) frames many central yet contrasting issues of music cognition
as questions related to the meaning-creation process within different modes of
listening, and finally (3), sets out to explain listening as an experiential and actionoriented process.
The revised account of the listening modes develops previous accounts in
many aspects. First of all, it fundamentally outlines attention, individual dispositions
and intentionality as theoretically separable dimensions of listening. The taxonomic
formulation of listening modes specifically focuses on the dimension of intentionality,
which concerns the aspects of meaning in terms of relationship between the subject
and the environment. The revised account clarifies the action-oriented nature of
listening by conceiving the aspects of meaning in terms of schematically structured
action-sound couplings and the ways of cognitively utilising these couplings in our
intentional encounters with the world. Compared to the earlier account of Tuuri et al.
(2007), the most prominent changes in the revised taxonomy are the addition of a
kinaesthetic mode of listening and the new, less hierarchic schematic arrangement of
modes.
The chosen framework relies on the perspective of embodied cognition, but
nevertheless is not dependent on the validity of a single theoretical account (e.g.,
direct perception, lens model, enactive perception). Listening is considered from
experiential, denotative, and reflective perspectives. The main focus of this
framework is on intentionality and experience (phenomenological emphasis) rather
than on a flow and processing of information in the manner of the traditional IPparadigm. This is, in our opinion, the most important aspect of the theoretical stance.
The embodied perspective embraces the listener as an action-oriented intentional

being making sense of the world. This sets the stage for questions that are
immediately relevant to listeners, such as: what caused the sound, what are the
interpersonal attributes (emotion, intention) in a particular sound or music, and what
kind of socio-cultural values may be attributed to them? In the theoretical account,
this process is explained by relying on the interaction-based couplings between the
sensorimotor processes, and well-structured patterns of these, that all contribute to the
imaginative creation of experiential, immanent meanings (via an embodied resonator).
This experiential domain operates in tight interaction with more conceptual and
interpretative processes of denotative and reflective meaning-creation. The whole
process is essentially seen as an emergent property of the active, goal-oriented
organism (i.e., listener).
The account of listening modes aims at dispelling the notion that listening is a
homogeneous and monolithic form of activity, perhaps only divisible in terms of
attention (e.g., Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2007). This kind of mindset prevents
us disentangling important distinctions related to experiential (reflexes, kinaesthetic
qualities, associative mental images), denotative (causal, empathetic, functional and
semantic listening), and reflective modes (reduced and critical listening). This
broadening is not only motivated by purely theoretical arguments but by
acknowledging that music listening is often construed as a heterogeneous activity
where relatively little concentration is submitted specifically to the listening (North et
al., 2004; Juslin et al., 2008).
5.2. Practical implications
The most immediate, practical implication of the taxonomy of listening modes might
exist for the discipline of sound design. This discipline concerns various applications
ranging from narrative sound design for media to sonic interaction design for various

applications of human-technology interaction, as well as design of sonic environments
and installations. Whether focusing on functionality or expressivity, sound design
cannot afford to overlook the diversity of meanings and the affective responses that
the sound evokes in the context of its use. As a conceptual apparatus, the proposed
taxonomy of listening modes can provide the designer with the means for
understanding the attributes of a listening experience.
Another practical implication of the proposed taxonomy is for broadening the
scope of music studies to include a wider variety of orientations within the realm of
listening. We see this as a change of focus from syntactic and cognitive structures of
music (e.g., chord progressions, instrumentation, and melodic archetypes) to
components of meaning that have their foundation in more experiential properties of
the sounds of music, such as voice quality and motoric processes. These are not only
important for theoretical reasons but will facilitate operationalising those research
problems more in line with contemporary studies identifying vocal expressivity (e.g.,
Dibben, 2006), gestures (e.g., Godøy & Leman, 2010) and interactive music
technologies (Leman, 2008a) as the crucial challenges for music research.
We hope that this framework will stimulate empirical work on listening
typologies by developing appropriate, open-ended data collection methods. Datadriven qualitative methods may be appropriate for avoiding the potential effect of
researchers’ presuppositions. For instance, free verbalisations about sounds in small
panel groups might generate a rich form of information about participants’ listening
experiences of either complete soundscapes or isolated sounds (see an example in
Tuuri et al., 2007). Recorded soundscapes, with either fixed or moving focal position,
for example, might be used for permitting more attentional freedom to participants.

Researchers may also utilise different orientations to sounds, for example, by
orchestrating certain contexts for listening.
Besides developing the methodology for empirical studies on listening, further
work could also extend to the other putative listening dimensions of attention and
disposition. We also want to bring forward the idea that, to some degree, the
sensorimotor integration and the imaginative nature of experiential meaning-creation
provide a basis for cross-modal applicability to the presented taxonomy – beyond the
auditory domain of listening. We consider that the taxonomy presented could be
applied at least to the sense of touch, as many studies have demonstrated perceptual
integrations between the auditory and tactile/haptic domains (e.g., Jousmaki & Hari,
1998; Tuuri, Eerola & Pirhonen, 2010). These observations suggest that sensations of
both domains could evoke sensorimotor patterns, which resonate with shared
schematic gestalt structures for both domains. It also intuitively seems that, for
example, causal, empathetic and functional perceptions could be plausible via the
sense of touch.
Finally, we see that an ultimate practical implication of the taxonomy of
listening modes concerns the awareness of our sonic interactions with an environment
at the personal level. By understanding the processes of knowing about the world and
how meanings become coupled with sounds, we fundamentally understand more
about ourselves as a part of our natural and socio-cultural environment. From an
educational perspective, such understanding would also permit a broader repertoire
for expressing ourselves either musically or in any other sound-mediated way.
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Captions for figures and tables
Figure 1. Three dimensions of listening.
Figure 2. Schematic overview of an embodied resonator (R), and its elements: actionrelevant mental images (I), experiential patterns of sensation (S) and well-structured
patterns of sensorimotor experiences (E).
Figure 3. Overview of the revised scheme for modes of listening.
Table 1. Summary of the listening modes with examples.

